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for Doug                        

Thank you for the adventures we have shared.  

Looking forward to the destinations to come.              

                                                         
                  



  These images convey the flavor of 
many destinations, an overview of my 
experience of an unspoiled world in 
remote, unfamiliar places. Thus, the 
purpose of this book is to document my 
insatiable desire to travel to exotic 
places - anyplace - as unlike my 
everyday world as possible. Photographs 
let me relive and share adventures 
that seem too good to be true...even 
as they happen.

  I believe my desire for adventure is 
in my genes. I remember, around the age 
of ten, I stored supplies and rope in my 
closet for living with Tarzan. My friends 
and I wandered the alley behind my house 
making up exotic stories about those who 
lived behind the fences. We built forts 
in the field down the street and 
pretended another way of living.

  When I became old enough, life 
centered on my two-wheel bike. I can 
still feel the thrill of riding 
without hands and how the wind felt,         
rushing through my hair, but most of all 
the sense of freedom it suggested. As a 
matter of fact, having a full tank of gas 
is still an invitation for me to explore.

  At home or abroad, I seek out 
natural beauty - quiet and remote, 
avoiding places or civilizations 
overwhelmed by commerce and noise. 
Finally, with industrialization 
threatening virtually every pristine part 
of the planet, I truly feel compelled to 
see wild nature and ancient cultures 
before they disappear. Eventually 
pictures may be all we have left.         

          

   Beauty, freedom and a sense of 
adventure are all contained in my love 
of skiing, hiking and backpacking. These 
qualities are also primary in choosing my 
travel destinations. Because of my 
lifestyle choices, my friends thought of 
me as athletic, brave, and a little 
crazy. Those tags still follow, 
especially because of the places I have 
been and the adventures that have 
resulted. The Sierra is where my passion 
for photography began; travel is where 
it has lead.

  My photographs capture fleeting 
moments of great beauty and wildness. 
For nature and outdoor subjects, I try 
to convey awe and wonder: the beauty of 
landscape, the drama of light and the 
actions of wildlife. For travel I strive 
to impart a sense of place, photographing 
slices of daily life which include 
glimpses of native peoples, who 
I believe impart scale and meaning 
to the images.

  Done right, photography imparts a 
discipline to travel. A photo-traveler 
doesn’t just see, she sees in a certain 
way...hoping the photographs capture the 
emotion and the sense of another time and 
place. The images in this book are not 
presented according to destination but 
rather as commentary on the similarities 
yet differences inherent in places
I have been.

  I trust these photographs will convey 
some of the wonders of world travel to 
the reader as I continue to anticipate 
every new adventure -- camera ready.



“Every production of an artist should be
 the expression of an adventure of his soul.”

                                 William Somerset Maugham
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antarctica - paradise harbour

 

Christmas day was Santa finding us, instead of us finding him
a whole world from where we expected him to be.
His gift to us was one awesome day of Antarctica itself.
Antarctica – diverse, splendid, powerful and magical.

Christmas day, raging wind drove the sea into frenzy
and hurled sand and snow across its’ frozen surface.
A few Weddell seals lazed on the cold, white blanket,
smiling as though sun bathing on a tropical beach.
The Chinstrap penguins stoically turned their backs to the wind, as did we.
They, shielding and protecting their chicks; we, our cameras.

Christmas day, the sky became clear blue and the winds, calm.
Sun, low on the horizon revealed Antarctica, as we had not seen it before.
Clear, clean and sharp - granting precision focus for us to observe
Gentoo penguins incubating eggs or nurturing chicks.
Skuas, Gulls and Petrels searched for food while riding waves of wind.
Elephant seals, burping, snorting and grunting while
they vied for position or lay on top of one another in a heap.

Christmas, our last day in Antarctica, we re-boarded our ship 
in an exceptionally rough sea, just as our very first disembarkation, eons before.
It seemed to bring the adventure full circle. To end, where and how it had begun.
But, Antarctica had another gift, and presented to us, a beautiful sunset.
Silently, from the bridge, we watched the changing sky.
One by one, our new friends and travel partners drifted off to bed
as other Antarctic images filled my mind.

Lying in the postage-stamp sized puddle of warm water at Deception Island.
Standing on the ship’s pitching deck, trying to catch pictures of flying Albatross.
Penguins selecting the perfect stone for their nest, only to have it stolen by another
Watching pancake-ice form, as snow fell, joining and covering the surface of the sea.
Careening through and around beautiful, blue icebergs in the zodiac, and
the Penguin that approached so close, that its photograph became a portrait.

Antarctica, itself, is the Christmas gift of a lifetime.

 

CHRISTMAS DAY 
Antarctica, yr. 2000
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Night Lights

Standing on snow, falling into the dark, deep sky

through scattered points of light – I touch the stars.

Across the night spills the Milky Way, revealing our galaxy

while below, a few luminous windows outline the earth.

Glowing ice crystals contrast with the lightless night

as we wait – in the freezing darkness. Shivering, shivering.

Orion, Pleiades, the North Star. I enter sky land again,

watching, while breaths form misty clouds in the darkness.

Pale, vaporous, slender, a towering formation climbs the sky

mysteriously fading, to reappear elsewhere – brighter, wider.

Soundlessly dancing, it plays hide and seek with the stars,

immersing me in a soft, green luminance that conquers the dark.

Flowing, waterfalls of color plunge through the sky. 

The Aurora Borealis has arrived – the lights of night.
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Patagonia Sur, where the mountains display

glacier-carved spires of rock. The Torres Del Paine jut

from Chili’s side of the Andes, while on the other, clouds

play hide and seek with Argentina’s Fitz Roy.

Los Glaciares inhabit the highest valleys, calving

into rivers and lakes, becoming fanciful, inland icebergs.

Air, so pure and fresh that breathing deeply becomes addictive. 

In this land of contrast and beauty the sky

overwhelms and entices you to explore further.

Clouds move in sync with the wind; Patagonian wind.

strong enough to hold you fast or push you over.

Sunlight penetrates a moody, darkened sky,

warming the soul, while brightening and defining the land.

Some is lush, with moisture from raindrops or dew, where

green grasses, white daisies and clover dance far into the distance.

Some is immense, dry space, growing Corion grasses and Calafate shrubs.

Milky, blue-gray lakes reveal their glacial origin.

One marvels at never before seen animals and birds:

Guanaco and Armadillo- Andean Condor and Austral Parakeets.

Amazing vistas appear etched in the clear, clean air. Far away,

mountains or miles of dirt highway, vanish in atmospheric perspective.

Down one of these roads, on one side, a beautiful rainbow,

low and wide, stretches for miles. And on the other,

soft beams of sunlight filter through the clouds,

allowing a shadowy glimpse of the distant mountains.

Further South, land ends at Tierra del Fuego and Cape Horn.

Extraordinary places, where civilized man co-exists

with Magellanic penguins and albatross.

Small pieces of earth, separated from the mainland

and from one another by the raging sea;

brutalized by wind, rain and snow.

Breathe deeply, the air. Breathe deeply, the harsh,

peaceful beauty of Patagonia Sur.
 

Patagonia Sur
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  “ We live in a wonderful world that is full of beauty, 
   charm and adventure. There is no end to the adventures 
   we can have if only we seek them with our eyes open. “ 

                                         Jawaharal Nehru
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